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It’s Annual Meeting Time!
It’s that time of year again…..hopefully harvest is
the bin, the combine in the shop, and we can turn
our attention to the annual meetings and
information sessions that typically cram our
schedules this time of year.

!All of the counties in the Golden Horseshoe have

scheduled their annual meetings in January, and
you can find that information in this edition and
on the website. There are some really great
speakers lined up so be sure to get out to hear
them, renew your membership, and network with
your neighbours. Watch the website, your
inboxes and your mailboxes for detailed agendas
and more information, as it becomes available.

!This edition also contains a draft program for the

FarmSmart agricultural conference. FarmSmart
runs Saturday January 21 at the University of
Guelph. There is a stellar program once again,
featuring an array of international speakers, as
well as the very best of our Ontario expertise.
Again this year there is a session stream focussing
on Women in Agriculture, the popular youth
program is running once again, and new this year
is a set of sessions focussed on organic
amendments and how to make best use of them
in your farm operation. With 9 session streams
and more than 54 presentations to choose from,
there is truly something for everyone at
FarmSmart.

!The FarmSmart Friday program is

CompactionSmart: We All Have It, Let’s Manage
It! CompactionSmart will address the theory and
practical management implications of compaction
by exploring the reasons for why, where, when
and how it occurs. You will hear about practical
management decisions that can be implemented
to avoid it, or deal with the consequences when
compaction occurs. CompactionSmart runs Friday
January 20 at RIM Park in Waterloo. It is a preregistration only event, due to limited space,

!
!!
!
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so visit www.farmsmartconference.com to register before this event sells out!
I hope you can take some time to get out to these events and enhance your learning as you plan for
the 2017 crop season.

!Wishing you the best of the holiday season,
Janice J.

(h) 519-856-2591 (c) 519-994-8619
E: ghscia@hotmail.com
T: @GHSCIA
W: www.ghscia.me

GHSCIA President’s Message!
#Harvest16 and #drought16 are behind everyone I hope and planning for the 2017 crop year begins with
hybrid selection, crop rotation plans and nutrient timing. Hopefully most growers were pleasantly
surprised by yields this fall as I was. Crop tolerance to drought is far better than
20 years ago thanks in part to improved genetics.
Soil and crop annual meetings in your area give you as growers a lot of
opportunity for networking of "did work" and "did not work" approaches of
different scenarios of cropping practices. This opportunity lessons the chance of
experimental failures on your own farm so try to attend your annual meeting to
learn and profit more for 2017 !
Wishing everyone a Merry Christmas & a Happy New Year!!
Steve Sickle, GHSCIA President!

My Views from the Tractor Seat!
As we come to the end of another year, we can spend some time on reflecting
on the past year. In some areas I hear of big yields and in other areas yields
are 30 - 60% lower than normal due to a lack of rain.!

!Take some time to reflect on what we have learned at some of the summer

meetings held in the Golden Horseshoe area and at various agriculture related
events.!

!

Some of the programs to watch for at OSCIA are: Badger Way, 2017
Farmland Health Incentive and GF2 - which is coming into its final year ending Dec. 31, 2017. Keep in
touch by checking out the OSCIA website to see about workshops, programs and learning opportunities
such as FarmSmart or your local AGMs. The information gathered can be very beneficial for your farm.!

!Take some time to reflect on our families and friends that might have passed away this past year. Take
time to enjoy your families and friends at this years Christmas get togethers. On behalf of myself and
OSCIA, I would like to wish you a safe and blessed holiday.!

!John Sikkens!

Provincial Director!
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Beaverloch Farms: Managing
Soil Health on Clay Soils!

!The Smiths, of Beaverloch Farms near Fonthill,
are no strangers to managing soil health - it’s
been an integral part of their operation as long
as they can remember, and a key part of how
they learned to farm from their father,
grandfather and great-grandfather. They
watch the current surge in awareness of
soil health with interest, and glean from
it any new info that might apply to their
operation. Because, when farming on
heavy clay, managing soil health means
something a bit different than planting
into cover crops.
Kyle and Darryl are the eight generation
farming at Beaverloch as they take over
from their dads, Doug and Don. The
original farmstead was established in
1796 and named after Beaver Loch, or
‘Beaver Lake’, near their Scottish ancestral
home. Doug and Cheryl still live at that site
down the road from the current home farm,
which was established in 2011 with the
building of a new shop. Kyle and Kristen live
at the home farm, with daughter Callie and
another little one on the way. Don and Karen
live at the home farm site too, and Darryl and
Kate, with Ryan and Myer, are getting ready to
build a home just across the road. Their grain

drying and storage was built in 1988 and is
located just a bit further up the road. Don and
Doug are happy to see the farm moving on
within the family and supporting a whole new
generation. The farm is here for them to come
into because generations before made good
decisions, and they don’t take that for
granted.

Photos in the farm office document some of
the operation’s history. When Don and Doug’s
father was born in the ‘20s, the farm operated
with three horses. By the time he was 80, he
was running a 16 row planter. The photos show
the decision-making and emphasis on managing
soil health throughout the farm’s history. In
1984, Beaverloch took advantage of a major
provincial grant for a no-till drill for the county
soil and crop club. They were one of the first
in the area to adopt no-till, but they
almost gave up at one time. Not
many soybeans were grown then and
they found planting wheat into short
day corn ground wasn’t very
successful. They implemented
soybeans into the rotation, and that
made all the difference. They
learned to manage what they have,
as a one size strategy does not fit all,
and to be prepared for trial and error
when it comes to changes.
continued on page 5…
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continued from page 4…
Beaverloch is currently cropping just under 4000 acres. They see the benefits of crop rotation and
try for an even split among the corn-soybeans-wheat crops, but often end up about two thirds in
beans. While there are currently discussions about the economics of wheat, they find an overall
trend of better yields with a full rotation. Additionally, wheat ground allows for time after harvest
to tile drain and to generally improve underperforming areas of the fields. They typically till after
wheat and plant no-till spring beans and no-till corn following beans. They soil test annually, taking
the samples themselves, and use a ‘feed the crop’ approach for their fertilizer program. They use
dry starter fertilizer with corn in 2x2 band then side dress N when the corn is about a foot tall.
With soybeans they use potash to keep levels up just before planting and they use 8-32-16 starter
with wheat. They used to use MAP but trying to keep potash levels up so they switched programs.
continued on page 6…
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continued from page 5…
Heavy clay and clay
loam soils can be
unforgiving. The
Smiths see the benefits
of crop rotation in
their operation,
finding there isn’t the
same kind of insect
pressure. As a result,
they don’t use
insecticide on seed and
haven’t found the
payback in many
insecticide products.
They also find that the
crop rotation provides
almost enough organic matter in their system. They leave as much residue as possible, without
inhibiting spring planting on the cold clay soil. Leaving and incorporating all wheat straw helps,
too. They’ve had access to composted poultry manure in the past but are not using any livestock
manure currently. They are considering application of biosolids and other organic amendments and
are very open to using these materials.
While cover crops are not a part of Beaverloch Farms’ operation, due to the cold, wet clay soils in
spring, they work hard to keep their soils healthy and from moving offsite. They manage erodible
areas of the farm and have been quite successful with it. They are currently experimenting with
grassed waterways in ditches and natural drainage pathways through fields. Random tiling also
helps with drainage, keeping soil onsite and allowing them to plant earlier in the spring. Due to
the proximity to the urban area, they also have storm water to deal with, and they use catch basins
to capture storm water and to divert runoff. This also helps to deal with salt damage from urban
storm water and runoff.
Farming in the urban fringe has other impacts on the operation, too. Beaverloch has been dealing
with neighbor relations and ‘public’ issues for quite a few years now and they have learned a few
things. They are cautious of timing for spraying, and don’t run combines late at night. They also
try not to move equipment during rush hour traffic, and don’t leave mud on the roads. The urban
impact even factors into the size of their equipment with height and width limits for travelling
local roads.
Beaverloch runs all of their own equipment and tend to do everything in house – from soil sampling
to tile drainage and everything between – without the help of custom operators. Updating
equipment often avoids downtime during busy periods. Use of floatation tires means they don’t
have to wait quite so long to get into fields and even use floatation tires on their sprayer.
continued on page 7…
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continued from page 6…
The Beaverloch operation is about building on what they’ve learned and they like to use their own
data for input and decision-making. Using their own data for input constitutes ‘acceptable practice’
in the vein of social licence. They collect data, running strip trials and other comparisons each
year. As the industry changes fast it’s important to evolve, so they are always adapting to new
technology and finding what works best for them. This years’ extreme drought conditions resulted
in half of the crop for corn and soys, and although everything is in the bin now, the conditions have
a further negative impact in skewing the plot trials and data collected for this year.
In the end, decision-making at Beaverloch, as with many farms, comes down to economics as they
are ultimately a business. There is also the constant balance of family life with work, as Cheryl and
Karen pass their work in the business onto Kristen and Kate, non-farmers who are learning that
farming is more of a lifestyle than a job. Balancing, adjusting, and learning as they go, keeping
neighbours happy and managing soils and soil health seems to be key parts of Beaverloch’s success.
They take a long term view in their decision-making while keeping short term economic goals in
mind, and plan to leave a healthy farm to the ninth generation.

!

Editor’s Note: to view a video of Beaverloch Farms visit https://vimeo.com/175235714

Norfolk Soil & Crop Improvement Association

76th Annual Banquet & Meeting
Tuesday · January 10 · 2017

Delhi German Hall · Delhi · Ontario
Special Keynote Speaker: Andrew Campbell

Fresh Air Media

4:30 - 6:00 pm
6:00pm

Viewing Exhibits
- Happy Hour
Banquet

TICKET #

99

Tickets · $30 per person
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Be Compaction Aware!!

!Ian McDonald, OMAFRA
!Soil compaction seems to be a “fact of life” in most farming operations. We all seem to have it at

different extremes at different points in time. While compaction is most often associated with a
physical force exerted on or in the soil, there is a complex dynamic relationship between physics,
chemistry and biology that interact to result in different levels of compaction severity.

!Compaction results in many negative consequences, including poor crop emergence and growth,

reduced water infiltration, lower water holding capacity, reduced soil pores decreasing gas
(oxygen) exchange, oxidation of organic matter, reduced nutrient holding capacity, decreased
microbial growth, enhanced susceptibility to erosion, increased risk of surface water pollution,
increased production costs, and reduced nutrient cycling, among others. The net result is higher
production costs and lower revenue (yield), which are the total opposite of what farmers strive to
achieve.

!Compaction is something that every farmer has experienced at some point. It is difficult to

understand compaction because we don't see it directly; we observe the impact of it. It is also
happening at such a microscopic level that even if we could see into the soil, we would still
struggle to observe the great impacts resulting from it, (i.e. impact on microbial growth since they
are so small we cannot see them).

!You can detect compaction in many ways, including observing its impact on crop growth (poor

emergence, low vigour, stunted yellow plants etc) (Figure 1). It can also be observed as deep tracks
in the soil after heavy equipment has passed over the soil. It can be felt by the resistance detected
when a probe is pushed into the soil, or when the tractor response changes when you drag a tillage
implement through a compacted area of the field.
continued on page 9…

Figure 1. Example of a combination effect of compaction and wet soil
on corn growth on sandy loam soil, resulting from poor timing of tillage
and planting. OMAFRA, Waterloo Region 2016
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continued from page 8…
There are various severities of compaction. For example, deep compaction caused by driving heavy
equipment like manure tankers across the field results in a deeper, more permanent layer of
compaction (Figure 2). But, compaction also occurs when seeding is conducted under conditions
that are too wet, and the planter discs smear the seed trench sides causing side wall compaction.
In both of these situations, the impact on crop growth and yield can be significant. Usually the
latter is a single year effect, disappearing either through tillage or frost between the effected and
following crop. The earlier example is much harder to remediate.

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

Figure 2: The impact of tire pressure and footprint on soil
compaction. (OMAFRA, NA ManureExpo, Guelph 2013)

The two most common physical forces that create compaction are excessive weight and shearing.
Weight is simply the total mass of an implement that, when combined with gravity, overwhelms the
soil’s ability to support it. The resulting compression of soil at points below the surface leads to
compaction. Shearing happens at whatever depth an implement is operating, and can occur with
both tillage and planting equipment. In both of these examples, the severity or even occurrence of
compacted layers is a function of the current dynamics between the physical, chemical and
biological health and conditions of the soil. The interaction of these processes with soil moisture is
also important in how and when compaction occurs.

!

continued on page 10…
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continued from page 9…
While it is near impossible to avoid compaction, there are technologies and decisions that can be
used on the farm to lessen their impact and reduce compaction frequency. Much of this comes
down to building healthy soils that, because of soil microbiology, aggregate stability, resilience
capacity, water and air infiltration are better able to offset the negative impacts of poorly timed
field operations which are often unavoidable. With the increasing size of farms today and the
unpredictability of weather, it becomes impossible to be working in our crop fields under optimal
conditions. So, the management decisions that have to be made involve the selection of the right
equipment, flexibility to adjust equipment as conditions dictate, and practicing agronomy that
supports soil health, including crop rotation, crop complexity, use of cover crops and soil
amendments, and appropriate and well-timed field operations, among others.

!Once compaction occurs, it is more difficult, but not impossible, to alleviate. However, it is critical
to ensure that the compaction busting practices put in place don’t lead to subsequent, or worse,
compaction, which is a very distinct possibility.

!Join us for the 2017 FarmSmart Friday Program – CompactionSmart - to share in a day-long session

to better understand how and why compaction happens, how to avoid it where possible, and how to
deal with it when you have it. This event is bringing together academics, extension specialists, and
producers to share their practical knowledge and understanding of this complex problem, to help
you better understand how to deal with it on your farm. See you on Friday January 20th, 2017 at
RIM Park in Waterloo (www.farmsmartconference.com)

FarmSmart Agricultural Conference
Mark youS calendars for FarmSmart 201!

'BSN4NBSU'SJEBZ

Friday, January  

RIM Manulife Financial Sportsplex,
Forbes Hall, Waterloo, Ontario
$PNQBDUJPO4NBSU
8F"MM)BWF*U4P-FUhT.BOBHF*U

@FarmSmart

FarmSmart

Saturday, January  

University of Guelph, Rozanski Hall
Guelph, Ontario
Customize your day from
over 50 timely topics.

1-877-424-1300

Details and registration available soon! www.farmsmartconference.com
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Around the ‘Horseshoe…..It’s Annual Meeting Time!
Norfolk AGM, Delhi German Hall, Delhi
10-January, 4:30-6:00 view exhibits, 6:00pm banquet

!

Halton AGM, Hillcrest United Church, Georgetown
11-January

!

Brant AGM, Burford Agricultural Hall, Burford
12-January

!

Wentworth AGM, Ancaster Fairgrounds
18-January

!

Tri-County (Haldimand, Niagara N & Niagara S) AGM, Brethern in Christ Church, Port Colborne
23-January, 9:00am registration, 9:30 meeting starts

!

Peel AGM, Brampton Fairgrounds, Brampton
25-January, 9:30am coffee & registration

!
!

Check out the agendas in this edition (where available). Watch the website & Twitter feed for
more info. To register, or to renew your membership, contact your local Secretary:

!

Brant

Pam Charlton

brantsoilandcrop@gmail.com

Haldimand

Kim Hessels

kim@hesselsfarmsupply.ca

Halton

Cecil Patterson

cpatterson@live.ca

Niagara North

Ingrid Sikkens

1bigpigfamily@gmail.com

Niagara South

Lisa Haegens

lisakylehaegens@sympatico.ca

Norfolk

Tracey Kloepfer-Court

tkcourt@execulink.com

Peel

Abbie Brander

abbiebrander@yahoo.ca

Wentworth

Jessica Pearce

pearce28.jp@gmail.com
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Haldimand, Niagara North and Niagara South!
Soil & Crop Improvement Association!
Annual Meeting!
Monday, January 23rd, 2017!
Brethren in Christ Church, 10641 Hwy#3 West, Port Colborne!

!

9:00 a.m. !

Registration!

9:30 a.m. !

Introduction of Sponsors & Tradeshow participants!

9:45 a.m.!

EFP & Growing Forward up-date (Pam Charlton)!

10.00 a.m. !

GHSCIA RCC Report (Janice Janiec)!

10:10 a.m.!

OMAFRA Update (Christine Brown, OMAFRA)!

10:25 a.m.!

OSCIA Provincial Directors Report !

10.30 a.m.!

Associations’ Annual Meetings!

11:00 a.m!

Cultivating Our Image, Connecting with Consumers about Food &Farming!!
(Amy Matheson)!

12:00 p.m. !

Lunch/Tradeshow!

1:00 p.m.!

How to Manage Cover Crops (Peter Johnson, Real Agriculture)!

1:40 p.m.!

Keeping our Phosphorous in our Fields (Jake Munroe, OMAFRA) !

1:40 p.m.!

Climate Change, how it Affects Agriculture (James Dyck, OMAFRA)!
Lunch $13.00!

!
To reserve your meal please call one of the following by January 16, 2017!

!
Niagara North: Ingrid Sikkens 905-386-6507 e-mail: 1bigpigfamily@gmail.com
!

!

Niagara South: Lisa Haegens 905-788-2956 e-mail: lisakylehaegens@sympatico.ca!
!
Haldimand: Andrew Pattemore 289-527-3132 e-mail: andrewpattemore@gmail.com !
or Kim Hessels 905-961-8553 email: kcagsolutions@gmail.com
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FarmSmart
WOMEN IN
AGRICULTURE
SYMPOSIUM

BEEF
SYMPOSIUM

Agricultural
Conference

ORGANIC AMENDMENTS WORKSHOP

Saturday  January  21,  2017
Rozanski  Hall,  University  of  Guelph,  
Ontario,  Canada
www.farmsmartconference.com
1-877-424-1300

2017
Something  for  Everyone  on  your  Farm  Operation

EDUCATING FARMERS
SINCE 1999

Rozanski 1

Rozanski 2

Growing the Nations Corn Making Precision Ag Work
and Soybean Crops: A
On Any Farm
John Fulton, OSU
Corn Belt Farmers
9:00 Perspective.
9:50

Speaker to be Confirmed

Roz3 - Beef Symposium

Rozanski 5

Rozanski 4

Crop Science 116

Richards 1

Public Trust in Food and Working On The World
Social Licence - What does Stage
Nicole McKeller, GFO
it mean for your farm?

Why Controlled Traffic
Climate Change 101 for
Farming Might Be A 'Path' Farmers
TBA and Adam Hayes
To Take

Lessons learned about
planting into large green
from a Veteran Notiller!

Crystal McKay, Farm and Food
Care Canada

Steve Larocque, Three Hills AB

Lucas Criswell, PA

Crop Science 121

Richards 2

Penciling out Capital
Purchases when you’re a
small to medium sized
farmer and it uncertain
times?

Making Best Use of
Organic Amendments: A
Farmer’s Perspective
(Panel)

John Molenhuis and Dave
McLeod OMAFRA
3

9

15

Marketing Outlook:
Incorporating Phosphorus Beef Industry of the
Managing Risk in an ever in Your Whole Farm
Future
Dr. Tim McAllister , AAFC
changing world!
Nutrient Management
10:05 Justin Merner, Cargill
Planning.
10:55

Wheat- delivering unique
profit in your Ontario
rotation- Learning from
11:10 - An Irish perspective.

Agriculture in the National Optimize Grain Quality.
News, what’s the story? Are you Putting Good
Awaiting Speaker Confirmation Crop in Home Storage and
Getting Crap Out? James

Joanna Follings, OMAFRA

PD 39

Whether or not to worry
about the weather! Is
"normal" weather
possible anymore

45

51

How to Make Those Major Organic Amendment
Capital Investment
Options: What’s your Best
Decisions
Fit?

John Molenhuis and Dave
Awaiting Speaker Confirmation McLeod, OMAFRA

10

16

22

23

34

Farming Green with
Success, A Pennsylvania
Farmers Case Study

Feedlot Farming

The Brocks vs The
Pethericks: Two Farm
Couples Farming Together
and Sharing the Load.

Emergency! Call 911 And
Then What?

Crop Residue Mgmt Starts The Shocking need for
2016 Year in Review, From Organic Amendments & Soil
on the Combine and
Mental Health Support on record Drought to Record Health
Progresses to Other Tools the Farm!
Yeilds, Leanings and Plans
James Dyck and Ian McDonald, Speaker to be confirmed
for 2017.

Kevin Unger Nebraska

Lucas Criswell, PA

Dean Anderson, Workplace
Safety & Prevention Services
(WSPS)

PD 40

OMAFRA

TBA Huron Fire, Ian McDonald, Luymes
OMAFRA

John Fulton, OSU

12

18

PD 24

30

36

. 46

52

Johanna Burrows Cargill, Deb
Campbell Agonomy Advantage,
Melody Robinson Clarks

Making Precision Ag Work Making Quality Beef from Walking The Tightrope
Emergency Planning for Making Land Leases Work Hay for Profit. Meeting
Awaiting Speaker Confirmation the Whole Farm: Don’t be for You and Your Landlord Customer Needs In
Regardless of Your Farm Holstein Cross Cattle
Brad Van Ravenswaay
Mike Strang Exeter and Mel
Size
Caught
Ontario and Beyond.

Speaker to be Confirmed

6

33

Dyck OMAFRA

David Shortall, Cargill

Growing the Nations Corn
and Soybean Crops: A
Corn Belt Farmers
12:15 - Perspective.
1:05

27

Prioritizing Positive
Relationships

Dale Cowan, Agris Coop

4

12:00

21

TBA, Ontario Hay Coop

PD 42

Understanding Soil
Navigating Cost Share
Biology and what it means Applications
Marg May, OSCIA
for your Farm
Lori Phillips AAFC and Jake
Munroe OMAFRA

48

54

PD

“"Antimicrobial Use in Agriculture – Resistance From Both Society and Microbes”, Dr. Tim McAllister, AAFC – Plant and animal agriculture use antimicrobials to control diseases in production. However, agriculture is also close to losing its social licence on that use as
1:20 we’ve known it. What are the facts, and what is the fiction on antimicrobial resistance (AMR)? Who is to blame, animal agriculture or human medicine? What will we all do if we lose these products either by failed effectiveness or damaged social licence? How
2:30
does this matter compare to the other issues affecting agriculture’s social licence and sustainability?” Dr. McAllister, who is among Canada’s most influential agricultural scientists will take this challenge to agriculture head on!"

2:35 3:25

Corn Production Practices Make Wheat Great Again: Pain Management on Beef Farm Leadership - Feeding Responsibilities for a Safer Crops vs Weeds! Who
for Profit.
The Potential of Perennial Farms: practically painless a Growth Mindset
Ag Worksplace, Its Up To Wins?
Ben Rosser, OMAFRA
Dr. Phil Meadows, Mitchell Vet Carly O'Brien, Intrigue Media
Clarence Swanton UG
Wheat
You!
Jamie Larson, AAFC Lethbridge Services
AB

7

13

19

Soybean Drought
Tolerance

Wheat- delivering unique Feed Efficiency
Kevin Unger, Nebraska
profit in your Ontario
Hugh Earl UG and Horst Bohner, rotation- Learning from
3:40 - OMAFRA
An Irish perspective.
4:30

Dean Anderson, Workplace
Safety & Prevention Services
(WSPS)

25

31

Innovations in Manure
Application Technology

Your Marketing Plan. This FCC Digital Tools
is where the Market is!
Demonstrated; Field
Brian Dickson and Chris Brown, Now What?
Manager Pro and
OMAFRA
Don Kabbes, Great Lakes Grain AgExpert
Steve Liebel, FCC

37

A Humuorous Look at
Biomass Update - What's Maple Syrup Can Turn
Farm Family Relationships new
That Woodlot into $$$.
Awaiting Speaker Confirmation Awaiting Speaker Confirmation Nick Betts and TBA

PD 43

Food Fraud and

Traceability
Panel
See website for Details.

49

55

Tax Tips and Traps for
Farmers

Turn your data into
knowledge with 3rd Party
Franklin Famme, Famme & Co., Apps
Stratford

Kaye McLagan, Premier Equip.,
Dennis Jansen, JD

50

56

David Shortall, Cargill

This sessions continues until
5pm.
8

14

20

26

32

38

PD 44

PD

FarmSmart - Friday
CompactionSmart – We all have  it,  let’s  manage  it!
AYouthhhhhhh6

Friday  January  20,  2017
RIM  Park  
Manulife  Financial  Sportsplex
2001  University  Avenue  East  
Waterloo,  Ontario,  Canada

Scott Shearer
Food, Agricultural
and Biological
Engineering
Compaction  is  a  problem  that  has  “been  under  the  surface  for  far   The Ohio State
too  long”!  CompactionSmart will address the theory and practical
University

management implications of compaction exploring the reasons why,
where, when and how it occurs. We will explore practical
management decisions that can be implemented to avoid it, or deal
with the consequences when compaction occurs. We will have
speakers with practical experience and knowledge of avoiding and
managing compaction including guests from Ohio, Pennsylvania and
right here in Ontario.

Registration
FarmSmart & CompactionSmart
Registration:
Pre-registration until January 16, 2017
$80.00
OSCIA Member
$115.00
Regular Fee
(Includes 1 year local OSCIA Membership)
$40.00
Student Fee
$40.00
Youth Program
$80.00
Faculty/Extension
FARMSMART ONLY: $20.00 discount for
each additional adult registration from the
same farm operation.

After January 16, 2017
CompactionSmart: Pre-registrations Only
No more Registrations will be accepted
FarmSmart: Add a $35.00 late fee to the
above registration amounts. There is no
OSCIA Membership benefit for late or walkin registrations. Walk-ins Welcome.
For on-line registration, please print and
save your receipt when registering.
No refunds will be given; however, if you
cannot attend, you may transfer your
registration to another person.

Lucas Chriswell
No-till Farmer,
Lewisburg, Pennsylvania

Pre-Registration Only –
Limited Seating for 400
Please see Registration
Details Below

John P. Fulton
Food, Agricultural
and Biological
Engineering
The Ohio State
University

Registration: 8:30am
Program runs from
9:00am to 4:15pm and
includes a hot lunch
and refreshments

FarmSmart Highlights
CHECK OUT THE:
Beef Symposium, Organic
Amendment Workshop &
Women in Agriculture
Symposium

For more information and to

REGISTER
Please visit our website
www.farmsmartconference.com
or call

1-‐877-‐424-‐1300

Feature Presentations by:
Dr. Tim McAllister, AAFC
Antimicrobial Use in Agriculture – Resistance
from Both Society and Microbes
Register your children for our
Youth Program for ages 8-16. The
highlights   of   this   year’s   fully
supervised
daylong
session
include:
interactive speakers,
hands
on
workshops
and
demonstrations and campus tours.
Check out our website for all the
exciting details!

Proudly presented by the Golden Horseshoe & Heartland Soil & Crop
Improvement Associations in partnership with the Ontario Ministry of
Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs, the Beef Farmers of Ontario, the
Ontario Agricultural College and our agri-business sponsors.

Peel Rural
Water Quality
Program

peelregion.ca/planning/paawg/prwqp.htm

goldenhorseshoe is provided by the Golden Horseshoe Soil and
Crop Improvement Association in cooperation with the local
associations in the counties/regions of Brant, Haldimand, Halton,
Niagara North, Niagara South, Norfolk, Peel, Wentworth (City of
Hamilton) and the generous support of our agribusiness and
newsletter contributing sponsors.
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